Turn your workday on/off with a twist

Dell Bluetooth® Travel Mouse | MS700
DELL BLUETOOTH® TRAVEL MOUSE - MS700

The world’s first twistable mouse featuring multi-device Bluetooth® connectivity.¹

Effortless portability
Weighing only 56.9g, this slim and lightweight travel mouse is your perfect companion. Its smooth, twistable design allows for easy on/off functionality, ensuring convenience on the move.

Perform like never before
Enjoy swift touch-scrolling for seamless navigation. The adjustable 4000 DPI ensures heightened sensitivity and precision, providing a superior control over your mouse pointer.

Peace of Mind
24 month battery life² keeps your mouse going for an extended amount of time. Advanced Exchange Service gets you a replacement mouse should your existing one become faulty within the 3-year warranty period.³

¹ System requirement: Bluetooth® Low Energy Technology. Dell Bluetooth® Travel Mouse – MS700 connects with up to 3 devices. Compatible with Windows 8.1, 10 and 11; Mac OS; Linux (Red Hat Enterprise 8.0 /Ubuntu 18.4); Android, Chrome, Mac OS, Linux, iOS
² Based on Dell analysis of battery life usage model calculations, Nov. 2023. Results vary depending on use, operating conditions and other factors.
³ Replacement part/unit dispatched, if needed, following completion of phone/online diagnosis. Fee charged for failure to return defective unit. Availability varies.
Bring productivity anywhere you go

Long lasting operation
24 month battery life¹ keeps your mouse going for an extended amount of time.

Slim and light weight
Weighs only 56.9 grams so you can take the mouse wherever you go.

Smooth turning, twistable design
Simply twist to turn off, stow, and then go.

Enhanced precision
An adjustable 4000 DPI (Dots per Inch) mouse sensitivity for a smoother, more precise control of the mouse pointer.

Ambidextrous excellence
Comfortable for both left and right-handed users.

Intuitive design
Magnetic snap on cover secures the battery compartment.

Seamless connectivity
Connect up to 3 devices to the mouse via Bluetooth® 5.0² and easily switch between devices with the click of a button.

One-click pairing
Securely pair the mouse with your device with just one click³ with Dell Pair.⁴

Enhanced sensitivity
Responsive and fast touch scrolling and quiet click buttons.

Match your mouse to your style

Black

Misty Blue

---

¹ Based on Dell analysis of battery life usage model calculations, Nov. 2023. Results vary depending on use, operating conditions and other factors.
² System requirement: Bluetooth® Low Energy Technology. Dell Bluetooth® Travel Mouse – MS700 connects with up to 3 devices. Compatible with Windows 8.1, 10 and 11; Mac OS; Linux (Red Hat Enterprise 8.0 /Ubuntu 18.4); Android, Chrome, Mac OS, Linux, iOS.
³ Based on initial pairing.
⁴ Dell Pair is compatible with select Dell laptops and PCs only. Refer to compatibility list www.dell.com/support/kbdoc/000201693.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEATURE</th>
<th>TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MODEL</strong></td>
<td>Dell Bluetooth® Travel Mouse – MS700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COLOR</strong></td>
<td>Black, Misty Blue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **CONNECTIVITY** | Wireless - Bluetooth® 5.0<sup>1</sup>  
Dell Pair<sup>2</sup>  
Microsoft Swift Pair<sup>2</sup> |
| **BATTERY LIFE** | 24 months<sup>3</sup>                                                                  |
| **OS SUPPORT** | Supported operating systems  
- Windows 10, 32/64 bit  
- Windows 11  
- Windows 8.1, 32/64 bit  
- Windows Server 2016 and onwards  
- Ubuntu 64 22.04  
- Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8.2  
- iOS 15.4  
- Android 11  
- Google Chrome 104.0.5112.83 (64-bit)  
Features only available on Windows 10 & 11  
- Dell Pair  
- Microsoft Swift Pair  
- OTA firmware upgrading  
**Dell Peripheral Manager**  
- Windows 10, 11 or later |
| **SOFTWARE**   | Dell Peripheral Manager (Windows compatible)  
- Pair devices  
- View battery/connectivity status  
- Firmware updates  
- Adjust DPI (Up to 4000)  
- Select the primary button |
| **WARRANTY**   | 3-year Advanced Exchange Service<sup>4</sup>                                              |
| **PACKAGE CONTENT** | Mouse  
Batteries (2 x AAA)  
Documentation |
| **SENSOR**    | Optical LED                                                                              |
| **SCROLL**    | Touch Scroll with latest Touch Controller                                                 |
| **RESOLUTION (DPI)** | 1600 by default; Adjustable via Dell Peripheral Manager to 1000, 1600, 2400 or 4000    |
| **BUTTONS**   | 2                                                                                       |
| **DIMENSIONS** | Height: 29.79 mm (1.17 in.)  
Length: 116.49 mm (4.59 in.)  
Width: 57.17 mm (2.25 in.) |
| **WEIGHT (WITHOUT BATTERIES)** | 56.9 g (0.13 lb)                                                                       |

<sup>1</sup> Required Bluetooth® Low Energy technology  
<sup>2</sup> Compatible with Windows 10, version 1803 onwards.  
<sup>3</sup> Based on Dell analysis of battery life usage model calculations, Nov. 2023. Results vary depending on use, operating conditions and other factors.  
<sup>4</sup> Replacement part/unit dispatched, if needed, following completion of phone/online diagnosis. Fee charged for failure to return defective unit. Availability varies.  
Technical specifications subject to change without prior notice. Product availability varies by country. Please contact your Dell representative for more information.  
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